
 
   

 

BLV2NE 

50's Retro style
DISHWASHER, FREESTANDING, PINK, 13 PLACE SETTINGS,
60 CM, 50'S RETRO STYLE, ENERGY RATING A+++  

EAN13: 8017709166809 
13 place settings

Number of programs: 5 + 4 quick programs

Orbital washing system

Energy saving option EnerSave A+++

Buffer memory

Display: Delayed start display

Delay timer option up to 9 hours, with automatic
soak

Visual indicator: salt and rinse aid

Varied distribution 1/2 load option FlexiZone

Stainless Steel basket with colored co-ordinating
components

Height adjustable upper basket on three
horizontal levels

Upper basket with central fixed racks

Upper basket with EasyGlide System

Lower basket with double foldable racks

13 place setting sliding cutlery basket

Lower basket with anti-drop insert

Single hot/cold water max 60°C alimentation -
energy save up to 35%

Annual water consumption: 2380 l/year

Annual energy consumption: 230 kWh/year

Noise level: 42 dB (A) RE 1 pW

Current: 10 A

Frequency: 50 Hz

Voltage: 220-240 V

Functions
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BLV2RO 
BLV2R 
BLV2O 
BLV2P 
BLV2AZ
BLV2VE



Plus and Options 

A+++:
Appliances with this symbol can reduce energy consumption by a further 30% from the standard A energy rating.

13 plate settings:
The symbols show the number of plate settings of the dishwasher.

ORBITAL WASH SYSTEM:
Orbital wash system distributes water evenly throughout the 60cm dishwasher cavity, directing water with precision to ensure an excellent wash.

DELAY TIMER:
The delay timer can postpone the start of the program by up to 24 hours.

FlexiZone:
The ½ load flexizone allows you to wash a reduced load saving energy, water and time and there are no restrictions on where the items are placed.

Enersave:
At the end of the drying cycle a special device slowly automatically opens the door a few centimeters, to ensure perfect drying and to save up to 
20% of energy on some models.

Quick Time:
The Quick Time option can reduce the length of the wash cycle up to 55%.

Total acquastop:
Most models of Smeg dishwashers are equipped with Acquastop Totale, which allows to avoid flooding as a result of water leakage. The system 
consists of a a float sensor, disposed under the inner chamber of a dishwasher, which blocks water supply inside the appliance in case of water 
leakage into the lower tray. An additional electromagnetic valve on the water inlet hose also automatically blocks water supply if detecting water 
leakage in the hose. For Laundry: Total acquastop, the product is built with 3 levels of anti-flood devices to ensure protection against water 
leakage. For Laundry: Total acquastop, the product is built with 3 levels of anti-flood devices to ensure protection against water leakage.

AQUATEST:
Aquatest measures the clarity of the water during an auto program, and automatically ensures the minimum consumption of water and energy.

EasyGlide:
Convenient EasyGlide system for easy unloading of the appliance that allows reaching maximum flexibility of load of the machine.

FLEXITABS:
Flexitabs adjusts the wash cycle to give the best possible results regardless of the type of detergent used.

WATERSAVE:
System WaterSave ensures the best washing results with minimal water consumption depending on the model of dishwasher.

Noise Level:
Excellent insulation and special devices keep noise to a minimum.



CRYSTAL:
The crystal cycle is a particular programme designed especially for delicate dishes with light dirt.

Eco:
Eco, this economic wash programme uses a low amount of water and energy in order to provide the most environmentally friendly cleaning option.

AUTO 60° - 70°:
The auto program regulates the length of a cycle depending on the need for a pre-wash and the number of rinses required.

RAPID 27 MINS:
The rapid 27 mins quick program takes just 27 minutes to wash a load.

Super:
The super programme is suitable for removing stubborn dirt.

Eco:
Eco, this economic wash programme uses a low amount of water and energy in order to provide the most environmentally friendly cleaning option.

Normal Quick:
Program Normal Quick is suitable for quick washing of mixed dishes, for everyday use.

STRONG & FAST:
This special programme takes less than 1 hour to eliminate the most stubborn dirt and dried on residues.

 

Programs 

Dish warming:
Dish warming, this cycle is for clean dishes that provides a final hot rinse to make it possible for the dishes to be dried and then used immediately 
for serving hot food.




